The Wheel of Ancestors
Our Roots and our Wings
Tuesday evening June 12. - Sunday noon June 17. 2018
Humboldt-Haus, D-88147 Achberg bei Lindau am Bodensee

We are the ancestors of the future
Of all the possible collectives to which we belong, the field of our ancestors has a particularly
strong impact on us. The term ancestor sounds strange to many people in the modern world,
nevertheless it is the ancestors who have gone before us and make up a large part of our
roots. Most of us have lost touch with our roots, but the ancestors never stopped singing. They
have always been there, they have always supported us, and now it is time that they may
again take back their place in our life.
In this ancestral field that penetrates the whole soul, we find not only the presence of those
ancestors who have propagated themselves. The tribal soul includes everyone who belongs to
the ancestor’s array, including those who have died young and have never brought children
into the world.
The myths of a culture are the spiritual teachings, handed down through their ancestors from
generation to generation. In mythical poems and stories the ancestors tell us of their life journeys, their travels in the wilderness, their shamanic journeys, their vision quest and their battles, their triumphs and tragedies, their values and passions.
The triumphs of the ancestors, their failures, their hopes and disappointments, they are all in
some way still here. Their strengths as well as their burdens have the same effect on us. By
reconnecting with these lineages we also open the possibility of healing old wounds that have
been passed down from generation to generation, strengthening the ancestral lines behind as
well as in front of us. In this way we also begin to take responsibility for being the ancestors of
the future.
The intent of this seminar is to activate the knowledge of our ancestors in our cells, so that we
have more opportunities to face the challenges of today. We would like to invite you to come in
contact with your roots, to trace the trail of your ancestors, to hear their message and to respond to the original power of life which expresses itself in your ancestors as well as in yourself. By reconnecting we will remember an inheritance that could make it possible to bring
more balance to the earth for the benefit of all.
With stories and songs, rituals, trance postures, shamanic journeying, sacred smokes, initiatory experiences in nature and healing ceremonies, we dive into the life and faith of our ancestors and explore their significance for us today. The ancestral journey is a journey into the past,
which can lead to yourself. And from here - with strong roots in the earth - may the tree of your
being stretching its branches, your wings, far out into the sky and into the future.

Kursleiterinnen

Meredith Little, and her husband Steven Foster, co-founded Rites of Passage Inc. in 1977 and The
School of Lost Borders in 1981 – pioneering the methods and dynamics of modern pan-cultural passage rites in the wilderness, and “field therapy”. Since Steven’s death in 2003, she continues both nationally and internationally to guide and train others in this work. Her relationship with The School of
Lost Borders currently includes her positions as the Co-Director of The Practice of Living and Dying
Program, Director of Lost Borders International, and owner/publisher of Lost Borders Press.
Susann Belz, on her healing path 1985 she came to the Owens Valley, met Steven Foster and Meredith Little, and her earth based spirituality deepened through the teachings of rites of passage and the
medicine wheel. She is a licensed therapist, a shamanic practitioner and a Vision Quest Guide. In
1996 she started her own school "Women and Earth" where she teaches ancient ways of shamanic
healing.

Begleitendes Team und Assistenz:

Barbara Lorenz, Gwendolin Altenhöfer, Brigitte Käsermann und Schülerinnen aus der Schule „Women
and Earth“

Seminargebühr: CHF 520,00 oder € 460,00
Zeiten: Dienstag Abend 19:00 Uhr bis Sonntag Mittag 13:00 Uhr
Ort: Humboldt-Haus, Panoramastrasse 30, D-88147 Achberg bei Lindau am Bodensee,
http://www.humboldt-haus.de

Unterbringung/ Verpflegung: € 47,00 - € 78,00 je nach Zimmer, Zelten und Wohnwagen
möglich.
Bitte Zimmer direkt im Humboldt-Haus reservieren.

Für weitere Informationen und Anmeldung:

Susann Belz, Erlenmattstr. 12, CH- 4058 Basel info@womenandearth.ch;
0041 (0)61 312 94 80 www.womenandearth.ch

Reservation: Erfolgt durch Anzahlung von CHF 150,00 oder € 130,00

Erst nach eingegangener Anzahlung ist der Kursplatz gesichert. Maximal 30 Teilnehmende

Überweisung:

In Deutschland: Women and Earth, Sparkasse Freiburg, BLZ: 680 501 01,
Konto: 11251336
πIBAN: DE34 6805 0101 0011 2513 36 SWIFT-BIC: FRSPDE66XXX
In der Schweiz: Earth Wisdom, Erlenmattstr.12, CH-4058 Basel, Postscheckkonto 70-33126-7, IBAN:
CH46 0900 0000 7003 3126 7

Annullation: Bearbeitungsgebühr CHF 50,00 oder €

45,00. 50% des Betrages bei Absage 2
Wochen vorher, falls sich keine Ersatzfrau findet. Bei späterer Absage voller Betrag.
Die Wegbeschreibung und Detailinformationen zum Kurs folgen ca. 1 Monat vor Seminarbeginn.

